NOBEL
We did not reach " Red rock " (island) before next day at 8 o'clock
a.m., having passed the night in a schooner on the bay. We
proceeded right off to repack the boxes, which work was done
and the boxes in the boat at dark. One of the boxes which was
in the lower tier close to the rock had nearly leaked out, and I
left it on the island; I should think this one and the one broken
open will be about one tin full. There were five more which were
rusty, and I could perceive that they had leaked a little, but I
thought it best to take them along and get new tins in Sacramento
and repack them there, which I did. I let the gas out of them all;
there was only one tin which had no gas in it (by boring a hole
through the cork with a gimlet.—J. B.), and that tin was square,
the others were bulged out on the sides like those which you saw.
The boxes you and I opened in the sea water were quite rusty; I
therefore did not wet the remainder. While on the island I set
off a blast in the manganese mine with about J Pfd, of oil; it
did very well and Mr. Moore, the foreman, declared his deter-
mination to use the oil for the future, and said " it was considerable
out of his pocket, that he had not known how to use the oil before/'
I burned all the old boxes; they made some noise, but there was
no big explosion; the flame close to the wood of the boards, that
were saturated with oil, had the same colour as when nitric acid
is poured on a substance of lead, iron and copper or boiling nitric
acid fume. About the trip I will say, that under the circumstances
it was as pleasant as could be expected, the two men were fine
fellows, but the boat was too small for comfort, we had to pull
the whole way, except from Benicia to Collinsville, and two days
we were tied (in Schlepptou) to a schooner, the storm we had was
too heavy. Later we borrowed a boat and towed to Sutterviile,
where we arrived in the afternoon on the X5thu
I started for Sacramento and found the team (horses and wagon)
had been there since the loth*
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